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F E NCI NG T HE F L I NT HI L L S
As the Chisholm trail became the thoroughfare
for millions of Texas cattle coming to railheads
in Kansas, it initiated economic opportunities
in Kansas cattle towns and the countryside
surrounding them. But the increased settlement it
spawned only served as obstacles to trail drovers
as homesteads with their fences were established.
Many of these fences were established either with the use of hedge (Osage orange)
seedlings, or by building rock walls. The trail days of the Chisholm were ebbing
as barbed wire was patented, but with it, fences could be established in days rather
than months for stone walls, or years for hedge. Barbed wire came to symbolize
the end of free or “open” range, and the end of the trail driving era.
Fences were necessary for land owners not only to adequately manage and care
for their stock, but also to properly manage the great grassland resource of the Flint
Hills. The year of 1867 was not only the year cattle began trailing the Chisholm,
but also the year that fencing of Kansas homesteads took a bold step forward.
Federal government research had determined that the cost of building perimeter and
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interior fences on any given farm in the Midwest was greater than the combined costs
of the land, livestock, and other improvements. Therefore, to provide an incentive for
settlers to plant hedge for fencing, the Kansas legislature passed a law in 1867 to pay
farmers forty cents for every rod (sixteen and one half feet) of hedge fence.
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In time, however, due to economic,
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The first patent in the United States
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developed and the legal action necessary

The beauty of the natural world lies in

Jeff Davidson of Eureka wears many hats.
Jeff is a cowboy, musician, poet, historian,
Kansas State University watershed specialist,
rangeland plant identification expert, former
Greenwood County Extension agent, and
Symphony in the Flint Hills Board Member.

Fences perhaps changed the Flint
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